In this article, we impose some studies with applications for generalized integral operators for normalized holomorphic functions. By using the further extension of the extended Gauss hypergeometric functions, new subclasses of analytic functions containing extended Noor integral operator are introduced. Some characteristics of these functions are imposed, involving coefficient bounds and distortion theorems. Further, sufficient conditions for subordination and superordination are illustrated.
Introduction
The Fractional Calculus treats with derivatives and integrals to an arbitrary order (real and complex order). The calculated characterization of the fractional derivative and integral has been the subject of several areas, such as statistics [1, 2] , quantum mechanics [3] , economy [4] , general physics [5, 6] , modeling [7] , chaos, fractal and discrete studies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . There are different studies in complex domain, such as complex fractional differential equations [15] [16] [17] , fractional integral and differential classes of analytic functions [18] [19] [20] .
The theory of hypergeometric functions plays an important role in the study of the fractional calculus and the geometric function theory, which underlie the theory of univalent functions. It has gained increasing interest as an active area, and relevant to current research, after its utilization by Branges [21] in the proof of great famous problem in geometric function theory, which is called the Bieberbach's conjecture. This theory has been developed and enriched with many applications and generalization by prominent complex analysts.
Very recently, a great interaction between this attractive area and geometric function theory has motivated renowned authors to actively investigate this field and further extensions of some extended hypergeometric functions have been introduced. For real or complex numbers˛;ˇ; other than 0; 1; 2; ::: the Gaussian hypergeometric function is defined by (see [21] ) Recently, Srivastava et al. [22] have introduced the extended Beta function B .a;bIÄ; / p .x; y/; which is defined by B a;bIÄ; p
Ä 0; 0; <.p/ 0; minf<.a/; <.b/g > 0; <.x/ > <.Äa/; <.y/ > <. a/ Á :
Various properties of the function (2) have been studied by Luo et al. (2014) [23] . The special case of (2) when p D 0 is seen to immediately reduce to the familiar beta function B.x; y/ (min f<.x/; <.y/g > 0) (see, e.g., Srivastava et al. [24] ).
Srivastava et al. [22] introduced the extended Gauss hypergeometric function F 
The special case of (3) when p D 0 and of (4) when p D 0; m D 0 are noted to reduce to the ordinary Gauss hypergeometric function F .˛;ˇI I z/, respectively [25] .
In this paper, we employ the extension of Gauss hypergeometric functions F a;bIÄ; p .˛;ˇI I zI m/ (4) to derive a generalized integral operator for normalized analytic functions Q } pIÄ; . I˛;ˇI zI m/ .z/ involving a famous generalized Noor integral operator I } .˛;ˇ; / .z/. Moreover, we study new subclasses for this generalized integral operator. Also, we apply the first-order differential subordination and superordination in order to obtain the sandwich results containing the given generalized integral operator for a normalized analytic function .z/; z 2 U for some convex functions Á 1 and Á 2 :
Preliminaries
Let H.U/ be the class of all holomorphic functions .z/ which are defined in the unit disk U. For˛2 C and n 2 N, we let H OEa; n D f 2 H.U/ W .z/ D a C a n z n C a nC1 z nC1 C :::g and A be the well-known class of functions .z/ of the form
Ruscheweyh [26] introduced the operator D } W A ! A; which is defined by the convolution
.z 2 U/: Similarly to Ruscheweyh's differential operator, Noor [27] defined and studied an integral operator I } W A ! A as follows: let
and let
be defined with
:
It is clear that
The operator I } is called the Noor Integral of } th order of the function 2 A: In the remarkable area of the geometric function theory, again Noor [28] defined the following operator by using the hypergeometric function: 
Thus from (6), we obtain the following linear operator: Q 
The calculation gives the generalized integral operator as follows:
ˇC m/ B a;bIÄ; p .ˇC n 1; ˇC m/ .} C 1/ n 1 a n z n : (7) Immediately, we can derive the following result:
. I˛;ˇI zI m/ .z/. We proceed to introduce new classes of analytic functions containing generalized integral operator (7). 
Let and ' be members in H.U/, the function is said to be subordinate to ', or ' is superordinate to , if there is an analytic function Â.z/ in U with Â.0/ D 0 and jÂ.z/j < 1 for all z 2 U, such that .z/ D '.Â.z//. In this case, we write '; or .z/ '.z/: Furthermore, if the function ' is univalent in U; then we have the following equivalence [30] :
! C and # are univalent in z 2 U. is analytic in z 2 U and achieves the differential subordination . .z/; z 0 .z// #.z/ then is collectively called an outcome of the differential subordination. The univalent function Á is called a dominant of the solutions of the differential subordination, Á. If and . .z/; z 0 .z// are univalent in z 2 U and achieve the differential superordination #.z/ . .z/; z 0 .z// then is so-called an outcome of the differential superordination. An analytic Á is defined as a subordinant of the solution of the differential superordination if Á (see [31] ). Finally, letˆbe an analytic function in a domain containing .U/;ˆ.0/ D 0 andˆ0.0/ > 0. Then the function 2 A is calledˆ like if
.z 2 U/:
This idea was introduced and studied by Brickman [32] , that a function 2 A is univalent if and only if isˆ like for someˆ. Later, Ruscheweyh [33] discussed the ensuing class ofˆ like function. Letˆbe an analytic function in a domain containing .U/;ˆ.0/ D 0;ˆ0.0/ D 1 andˆ0.!/ ¤ 0 for ! 2 .U/ n f0g. Then the function 2 A is so-calledˆ like with respect to a univalent function Á; Á.0/ D 1, if
In order to prove our subordination and superordination results, we need to the following lemmas in the sequel. 
Geometric outcomes
In this section, we study the characteristic properties for the function 2 A to be in the classes S 
In view of Lemma 2.1, the last expression is greater than ı if (10) 
where M n 1 is defined in (11). The outcome is sharp for the function
. I˛;ˇI zI m/.ı/, then
for z 2 U where M n 1 is noted in (11).
. I˛;ˇI zI m/.ı/ then in view of Theorem 3.1, we have
This yields
Also,
For direct applications of Theorem 3.1, we study some characteristics of the class S Next, by using the same method as in Theorem 3.1, we study the coefficient bounds for functions belonging to the class C } pIÄ; . I˛;ˇI zI m/.ı/. 
where where M n 1 is noted in (11). . I˛;ˇI zI m/ .z/
In virtue of Lemma 2.1, the last expression is greater than ı if (12) 
where M n 1 is noted in (11). The outcome is sharp for the function
for z 2 U and where M n 1 is noted in (11). 
Sandwich outcomes
By applying Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, we show the ensuing subordination and superordination outcomes. 
and Á.z/ is the best dominant.
Proof. We aim to employ Lemma 2.5. Putting 
obviously, ‰.!/ is analytic in C and ƒ.!/ is analytic in Cnf0g and that ƒ.!/ ¤ 0 when ! 2 Cnf0g. In addition, by assuming
we find that Q.z/ is starlike univalent in U and that and Á.z/ is the best dominant.
Proof. By lettingˆ.!/ D !.
Next, we obtain interesting result which was studied by many authors. ; where 1 Ä B < A Ä 1 in Theorem 4.1, we obtain the required assertion.
The next finding can be seen in Ravichandran and Jayamala [35] . ; where 1 Ä B < A Ä 1 in Theorem 4.1, we obtain the required assertion. 
it can be easily observed that ….!/ is analytic in C and .!/ is analytic in Cnf0g and that .!/ ¤ 0 when ! 2 Cnf0g. In addition, we get
Then the relation (16) is followed by an application of Lemma 2.6.
We combine Theorems 4.1 and 4.10 in order to obtain the ensuing sandwich theorem. and Á 1 .z/ is the best subordinant and Á 2 .z/ is the best dominant. 
Conclusion
By using the extended fractional hypergeometric function, we defined a new fractional integral operator in the open unit disk. This operator is a generalization of the well known Noor integral operator. Based on this operator, many subclasses may be introduced into the geometric function theory. In this study, we dealt with a special class of analytic function calledˆ like class. This class implied several well known classes such as the starlike type. Recently, the authors have defined a new fractional integral operator based on the fractional hypergeometric function [37] . Other applications can be located in [38] [39] [40] [41] .
